A PROTEST AGAINST VACCINATION
The public ought to protest. In March 2009 the World Health Organisation (WHO)
and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported an outbreak of
swine flu in Mexico and southern California. A few months later the outbreak spread,
as a result of which the WHO declared a “Stage 6 pandemic” alert.
The WHO is required to act in such a way as to safeguard the health of all human
beings. There is evidence that the WHO has abused its authority and is using its
position in an improper way for the benefit of pharmaceutical companies and other
interests. Governments and authorities all over the world have shown an
unprecedented lack of competence by allowing themselves to be manipulated by the
WHO and its ill-willed accomplices.
The experimental swine flu vaccine, which was produced in great haste and put into
mass production without the usual procedures and tests, is a potential cause of DNA
mutations, cancer, autoimmune diseases, mass death of cells, autism, schizophrenia
and much more.
Alleged and poorly researched evidence of a pandemic frightened honest and
unsuspecting people into having themselves and their children vaccinated with an
experimental vaccine containing new substances that have not been tested to any
significant extent or for a sufficient period of time. Furthermore, information that the
vaccine consists of components of nano size, which means that the vaccine could
have undesirable side effects on DNA levels, was withheld from the general public.
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health in England has
demonstrated that components nano size can be extremely dangerous. In animal
testing, where animals have inhaled nano particles, it was found that the animals
developed inflammation of the lungs similar to that caused by asbestos fibre. A
recent article published in Der Spiegel magazine of October 22nd 2009 states that
new EU directives are necessary for the registration of chemicals in products and
that the same registration should also be applicable to products that consist of nano
particles, the reason given being: “so that people have the freedom of choice”. The
article also states that studies show that components the size of nano can constitute
a risk and that there is a hypothetical theory that nano particles may affect a person’s
DNA, which could lead to science fiction scenarios in the future. In addition, it has
recently been discovered that a nano particle that comes into contact with tissue
causes oxidative stress and various inflammatory processes, which, could as such
lead to oxidative stress in the future. Animal testing has also demonstrated that nano
particles that are injected or inhaled have passed the blood-brain barrier and reached
the brain.
The WHO and its academic experts, the European Medicines Agency (EMEA),
governments and authorities all over the world have, by duping people into taking this
experimental vaccine, breached ethics policy for research, the Nürnberg Convention,
the Helsinki Declaration of the World Medical Association (WMA), the Biological
Weapons Convention, national constitutions, respect for the integrity of the individual
and the basic human right of respect for a person, established ethical practice and
social aspects. These breaches provide sufficient grounds for immediately

prosecuting the WHO and those involved.
The HPV vaccine “Gardasil” is another vaccine that has been approved for use on
children. This vaccine has been produced by means of a hybrid DNA technology, the
use of which can alter and combine DNA molecules. Bits of DNA can be cut out and
mutated and transferred to other organisms or reintroduced into the genetic material
of the host organism and become what is known as a transgenic organism. It is also
unlawful from an ethical standpoint to dupe honest and unsuspecting people into
taking this hybrid vaccine.
Certain people, in positions of authority, have demonstrated total callous
ruthlessness, with respect to their indifference, toward the welfare of our most
precious asset…our children. Our civilization is paying dearly for our indifferent
acceptance of inadequately tested medical “advances”. The safety and efficacy of
vaccination has not been demonstrated by reliable, independent, unbiased, and
competent scientific evidence. Vaccines are loaded with heavy metals, cancercausing substances, foreign DNA and RNA fragment, different viruses and proteins,
prions and oncogenes, toxic chemicals, dangerous neurotoxins etc. Some are so
deadly that they were used in Auschwitz-Birkenau to kill mentally ill people during
World War II. The vaccine has also a host of unknown particles which come from the
cells of chickens, monkeys and even from cancer cells.
Vaccines are extremely toxic and can have a numerous and unpredictable side
effects, including behavioural disorders, learning disabilities, central nervous system
disorders, autism, hyperactivity, dyslexia, depression, kidney disorders, liver and
blood disorders, allergic reactions, mental retardation and epilepsy, diabetes,
anaphylactic shock, nerve death, genetic damage, reproductive defects,
mitochondrial dysfunction, impaired oxidative-reduction activity, degeneration, death
in human neuronal and fetal cells, Alzheimer’s and much more. Why are we
vaccinating our children without enough scientific consensus? It is time to terminate
the childhood vaccinations program, and start to investigate how our government and
health agencies could cover-up this duplicity. The government and health agencies,
which should protect our health, have obviously another agenda and have totally
abdicated any semblance of professional integrity and ethical conduct.
The purpose of the protest is to disseminate valuable information and invoke public
opinion against this onerous deception and prosecute those who are responsible, as
was the case with the war criminals at the Nürnberg trials between 1945 and 1949.
The protest will continue until the goal has been achieved, that is until this odious
vaccination farce has been resolved and those who are responsible are brought to
trial at an international criminal court and prosecuted to the full extent of international
law.
For this reason I urge you to support this protest by joining this group. It is an
effective way to achieve change. Invite all your friends to join.
Application forms and information can be found on www.cmef.eu
Leif Arnold

